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TOGETHER IN RAUFOSS
People in Raufoss wants to
meet each other more! This
was our strongest impression
after visiting Raufoss and
talking to people living and
working here. Raufoss has
allready organisations which
connects people, but they
miss spaces for meetings.

We have embraced this
challenge and aimed for
creating new meeting places
for recreation, urban life,
daily life and to make meeting
places which connects the
industrial park and the city
centre.

10. The new town square with Litteraturhuset i Raufoss, used by the industry and the citizens.

5. The urban Sentergata (mall street) with the mall to the left and Rekketunet borettslag to the right.

20. Elvepromenaden

27. The common garden and the common house at Klyngetunet borettslag.

Meeting “The Factory”
«The Factory» and the city should
connect in several ways. The
security fence will be moved so
that the industrial buildings within
the project site will be accessible
for the city. Katapultsenteret and
the new co-working spaces in
building 3 and 4 will make so more
people can encounter parts of the
industrial park. Litteraturhuset
on the other side of the river will
enact as a meeting place where
employees

Recreational meetings
can go for meetings, eat lunch or
hang out after work, together with
the rest of the citizens in Raufoss.
The old factory buildings will be
important scenery from the town
square and many streets in the city.
These new ways of connecting “The
factory” with the city will create a
synergy that makes Raufoss more
attractive and competitive for new
workers and promising new city
dwellers.

The riversides through Raufoss
should be developed as walkways
along with spaces for walking the
dog, chat with friends, just sit
down and enjoy the environments
or do other activities. This is

Urban meetings
meeting places for the whole city,
and if you go here on your spare
time, the chances are high that you
will meet some one to hang out
with.

The streets around the mall will
be the part of Raufoss where most
people will walk during a normal
day. These streets gather people
who are walking through the city,

Daily meetings
people who are on shopping and
those who are doing other errands
close by. This increases the odds
for people to meet, whether they
know each other or not.

The new neighbourhoods in Raufoss is
structured to allow the local community
to grow. The presence and location of
common functions, rooms and garden
gives the inhabitants places where it is
natural to meet each

other. When you meet your neighbours
from day to day, you build stronger
relations. That makes all who live there
feel safer, it makes it easy to assist and
help each other when needed and you
feel a sense of belonging.

Development phases

potential of the mall is being fulfilled
by making it an extroverted building
with entrances along the street rather
than from the inside. This also creates
a larger potential for developing the
area west of the street.

1: The city path
The enhancement of the pedestrian
road from Raufossen/Brubakken to
the existing bridge near building 5
will create a pathway through the city
centre.
2: South side
The area consisting of the Brubakken
site and the municipality plot south of
the city centre will be developed as a
multi-functional area. Elveparken will
be connected to the area via a new
bridge. The residential buildings will
incite a demand for public functions
and activities in the city centre that will
spark the development.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

3: Public spaces
The public spaces and parks are
developed in the city centre with
Litteraturhuset and the library’s Maker
Space. Kortosvegen are transformed
from a road to a street by elevating
the street and moving it closer to
the western facade of the mall. The

4: The north side
The parking area along Hunnselva
is removed and the river promenade
is extended through the project site.
New trees are planted along the path
to introduce more forestry into the city.
A new residential area is developed in
the north, and the parking area east
of the mall is transformed with new
commercial building.
5: Further development
Further development should focus
on connecting the city centre to the
surrounding housing areas. It should
also focus on making the public
transportation more accessible for
Raufoss’ inhabitants.
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07: Leselunden

Reading garden
Near the bookstore lies the garden “Leselunden”. By opening the garden the
bookstore is activated and made more accessible. Families can bring their children
for author visits and story times, and the garden, creates a good atmosphere for
reading a newly bought book.

08: Raufoss Felleshage

Raufoss Community Garden
The Raufoss Community Garden works to bring the city residents closer to each
other while learning about and getting closer to nature and the food that we eat.

09: Litteraturhuset i Raufoss

Raufoss Literature House
The civic life of Raufoss is strengthened by adding this arena for lectures and talks,
debate and discussion, and for meetings and small conferences. The Literature
House also serves the city by being a café and bar, where you go to meet fiends and
acquaintances, or to read a newspaper or a book.

03

10: Torget i Raufoss
02
01

Raufoss City Square
The city square is where the city comes together to celebrate or mark special
occasions, and to attend the annual summer play and occasional outdoor concerts.
The square is oriented to the west, making it ideal for enjoying sunny afternoons
and watching the sun set in the summer.

11: Gamlebroa

The Old Bridge
The existing bridge is kept and provides a link between Torget and the main entrance
to Katapultsenteret.

12: Katapultsenteret

20

Catapult centre - building no. 5

04

13: Skaperplassen
05

08

06

The Maker Place Plaza
The maker place plaza is located where the potential for passers-by is very high.
This is a perfect location to display information on what is going on in the city and
exhibit news and products from the industrial site. It could also be a great place for
temporary structures, designs and pop up architecture.

14: Raufoss bypark

Raufoss City Park
The Raufoss City Park is part of the blue-green structures permeating the city. The
wooded area stretches from Raufossen in south, to the city square in the north,
providing the city centre a calm space where you can sit down and watch the river,
or pass through on route to work or your Sunday stroll.

09
11

15: Fabrikkbroa
10
07

12

The Factory Bridge
The factory is made accessible to the city by this bridge leading into one of the newly
opened public spaces in the Raufoss factories, lined by Raufoss’ new coworking
spaces in the south.

16: Raufoss Arbeidsfelleskap

Raufoss Coworking Space
The Raufoss Coworking Space provides low-cost working spaces, workshops and
access the expertise that the Raufoss industry has to offer, to small scale creative
industries in building no. 3 and 4.

17: Inngang for industriområde

New entrance for the industry
The security fence and gateway of the industrial park is moved so that Buildings no.
3, 4, 5 and 313 are integrated into the public space of Raufoss.

15
16

17

18: Brannstasjonen klatre- og buldrehall

13

The Fire Station Climbing and Bouldering Centre
The city activities are brought to the factory fire station by converting the deep and
tall spaces into a climbing and bouldering centre. The deep fire truck garages are
used for bouldering, and the tall hose drying tower is used for climbing.

14

19: Skateparken
The Skating Park

20: Elvepromenaden

25

18

The River Promenade
The River Promenade is the corner stone of the city of Raufoss and connects the
whole community together. Its importance is both as a transport hub to, and across
the city, and for leisure walking. From Gamlebroa, the promenade is extended to the
north all the way to the petrol station. In further development outside of the project
site, this promenade should be further extended to the residential areas and forest
north of the city. Along the promenade the public gains access to the riverbanks
and there are multiple public squares, particular in sheltered and sunny spots, with
benches where people can rest, have a conversation, wait for a friend or pass the
time. Near these sites there will be information on the coming development of the
city, and how people can participate in the progress.

19

26

21: Broa ved fossen

The Bridge by the Waterfall

22: Lagertaket

The Storage Roof
The old storage house’s walls are opened, providing a covered space by the river
where you can hang out, practice dancing and maybe host a party.

20
27

23: Trimparken

The Exercise Park
The exercise park is a place where you do your outdoor exercise with a variety
of structures, like monkey bars. The park is a place to be by yourself, or with a
community activity minded people.

28
21

24: Raufossen Utkikkspunkt

View Point to the Raufossen Waterfall
The entrance to the path along river Hunnselva is a viewpoint to the waterfall.

25: Biblioteket i Raufoss’ Maker Space

22

The Library Maker Space
One of Raufoss’ most important identities is that of making and creating. To make
this accessible to more of the Raufoss residents, the Library Maker Space is in
the middle of the city. Here big areas are accessible for use with and without the
guidance of the Maker Space staff and the experienced hi-tech factory employees.

29

26: Kortosgata

Kortos Street
The street is enclosed on both sides with mixed-use buildings and entrances
oriented towards the sidewalks. The parking garage for the mall, the industry and
klyngetunet borettslag will have entry from Kortosgata. Trees are added on the
curb on southern part of Kortosgata to provide comfort and safety from cars for
pedestrians. Sidewalks are designed as continuous past the entries so the cars will
have to wait before they enter the pedestrians’ zone.

23

24

30

31

27: Klyngetunet Borettslag

The Cluster Coop
Approximately 300 people live in the Cluster Coop. Most of them live in collectives
and community housing (bofelleskap), although there is a limited amount of singel
apartment units too. Like the Strip Cluster Coop, the residents share several facilities,
giving them access to more, while requiring less space. Below the coop, there is a
parking garage, and in the centre of the Coop, the residents have a common house.

28: Klyngetunet felleshus

The Cluster Coop Common House
The common house is where the residents of the Cluster Coop comes together.
The ground floor has a large kitchen and dining space they use for either the weekly
common meals, or the residents can use it for parties, celebratory events and
special occasions. At the upper floor there is a common library, in connection with
a movie and gaming room where the children go on rainy days.
1 5
2

20

29: Raufoss sentrumshotell
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01: Raufossportalen

The Raufoss Portal
The northern entrance to the city is emphasized by a pavilion with climbing plants
and trees growing in the structure. The visual impact also works to catch drivers’
attention and slowing them down along Storgata.

of Raufoss City Kindergarten gets a shallow pond. Exploring the elements, and how
climate and weather affects their day-to-day gives the children an opportunity to
connect with their environment.

04: Rekketunet Borettslag

Raufoss City Kindergarten
Spaces for children in city centres are important, and kindergartens are an important
part of the infrastructure of our communities. The Raufoss City Kindergarten makes
life on foot and on bike easy for parents and children alike, by being close to the new
housing development and pedestrian and bike routes. Its capacity is approximately
40 kids. The outdoor spaces are public except for the kindergarten’s opening hours.

The Strip Coop
Approximately 100 people lives in the Strip Cluster Coop. It primarily consists of
community housing (bofelleskap), although there are complete apartments as well.
The residents share facilities like guest rooms, workshops and tool libraries and a
laundry room. By sharing facilities, everyone gains access to a broader variety of
spaces while at the same time reducing spatial requirements. The internal street
works to distribute people as well as being the arena for unplanned meetings and
civic life for the residents.

03: Kulpen

05: Sentergata

02: Raufoss Sentrumsbarnehage

The Pond
By collecting and cleaning the stormwater from the surrounding streets the children

Mall Street
Opening up the mall store fronts toward the new street makes the Mall Street a
bustling space where you bump into friends and strangers on your way to shop, to

work, to pick up your kids at the city kindergarten or on your weekend stroll in the
city. In the middle of its stretch the street widens and gives room to a long square
lined by trees and seating on one side and stores on the opposite side. The road will
be shared and designed to give a feeling of preference to pedestrians and cyclists.
Shallow paving stones of contrasting colour, texture and changes in the surface will
indicate the route for motor vehicles.

06: Sentertorget

Mall Square
The former parking lot is turned to a defined and urban square, with store fronts
open to the outside in both the existing mall and in the new commercial buildings
along Storgata.

Raufoss City Hotel
With a capacity of 50 guests the Raufoss City Hotel houses most of the city’s annual
6000 visitors that come for conferences, for project work with the factory, and to
learn from Raufoss’ new pilot cluster housing projects.

30: Restauranten i Raufoss

Raufoss Restaurant
The place where you go to celebrate big happenings or bring your new date, the
new restaurant in Raufoss shows the abundance of Toten by using local food like
fruits, vegetables and meat from the farms in the region.

31: Raufoss Utekino

Raufoss Outdoor Theatre
The south entrance of the city is marked by Raufoss Outdoor Theatre, where there
is put up movie screenings and plays in the warmer parts of the year. The public
space is converted to an amphitheatre-structure, so there are plenty of places to sit
down even when there is nothing going on there.
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TOOLS TO MAKE MORE PEOPLE MEET IN RAUFOSS
Make Raufoss attractive by profiting
from the values already there
People care about their environments.
In order to make people seek out places
to meet other people, it is essential to
make those places attractive.
Raufoss is unique - show it to the world
An attractive place must be able
to awaken our emotions. When we
visited Raufoss, we felt the pride of
the old industrial buildings, we felt the
beauty and the force of the river and
we learned how warm and welcoming
people in Raufoss are. Such feelings
are what make the innhabitant feel like
they belong, and what makes Raufoss
attractive to visitors. Raufoss has its
own identity which is a great value.

Benefit from the history
The old historic buildings should be
integrated parts of the urban spaces.
Buildings with different ages adds
character anc charm to cities. The old
buildings tells the story of Raufoss and
makes us remember it’s roots.

Urban life

Calm

Play

Culture

Make urban spaces as diverse as people
Raufoss is a diverse city and the urban
spaces should be equally diverse.
People are in different moods and with
different needs throughout the day,
week and year. There should be places
in the city centre to meet those needs so
that all people can enjoy Raufoss, and
potentially meet one another.

The current situation in Raufoss is not
impressive, but the potential is still
great. It is essential that the urban
spaces can offer a variety of experiences,
and that they are equipped with places
to sit, things to look at or things to do.
The great town square should be able
to provide many different experiences
and activites and so manage to gather
people of all ages and shapes.

Leisure

Activity

Make the river accessible
The river should be the centerline for
recreative walking in Raufoss. Most
people in Raufoss has the city centre in
walking distance, and the river has the
potential to be an attractive end point for
a promenade. If the walkways on both
sides of the river is utilized better, with
benches, sight lines to urban spaces

and with activity parks, this could be the
number one place to go for a walk in
Raufoss. The walkway around the
river also connects most of the
urban spaces which makes
it a great place to be if
you want to see or
meet people.

Pedestrian
routes
Public
spaces

Roads
Parking
garage

Celebrate nature
The urban forest is a
huge quality for developing
Raufoss.
Nature
provide
shelter to animals and recreational
areas for people. Green is a restfull
colour. Daily contact with nature has a
positive effect on people’s health and
contributes to the quality of life in a
neighbourhood.

The wooded area along Hunnselva
should be maintained and extended to
the forest north of the city centre. The
mature trees should be celebrated and
preserved wherever possible.

Take advantage of the topography
Natural topographical elements should
be preserved and used for recreation
and play. The topography has a value
in itself as it is part of the history and
is an ingredient in what makes Raufoss
unique. The terrain and slopes makes
the city views more interesting. It also
makes it easier to orientate.

+

The terrain provides a great opportunity
to make stairs or an amfi which gives
you a great overview. New buildings in
Raufoss will benefit from adapting to
the terrain. It makes them more energy
and area efficient.

Many small scaled buildings along
the streets contribute to the diversity
of the street. The more buildings, the
more vertical lines. Walls and facades
should have variations in alignment
and ornamentation to break up their
masses.

A high concentration of activities in the
city centre, a dense network of pedestrian
routes and short cuts for pedestrians
will make the walking distances shorter
within the city centre.
To be inviting to pedestrians, streets
should be designed as places rather than
transport routes. This will contribute to
pedestrian feeling important by being
given an attractive environment with
good walking conditions. Design must
be human scale rather than scaled to the
automobile. The high concentration of
parking spaces are visually problematic.
On street parking should be removed
and replaced in garages.

In Raufoss city centre, the pedestrians
should always be prioritized. That
means other forms of transport should
slow down, making the pedestrian both
feel and be safer. Streets should be
narrow to induce lower speeds.

The new pedestrian bridges will connect
the city centre with the industrial site.
This will make the city centre more
accessible for the industry and vice
versa.

Every public space should be surrounded
by inhabited buildings with sight
towards the street. This will provide
eyes on the streets to ensure safety and
security within the community. People
should always feel safe when walking
home after dark. Children should be
able to walk alone to school, to friends’
homes and be able to play in public
spaces, while being watched by adults
who know them.

Share more, meet more

=

Sharing things, services and space
provides more opportunities for
people to connect. Today, Raufoss is
characterized by everyone having their
own detached house, with their own
private garden and private tools, cars
and mote. What we have lost is the
everyday reason to meet our neighbours.
In a typical norwegian neighbourhood,
paradoxically all do want to know their
neigbhours better.
The new neighbourhoods in Raufoss will
have both private and common spaces
so that it is easy to meet people if you
want to, and be private when that suits
you. The knew homes will have a small
private garden, but a large common
garden where all can meet and children
can play freely. There will be common
rooms where you can host bigger
parties, dine with your neighbours
or have visitors sleeping over. There
should also be reserved space for toolsharing and car-sharing which is a great
way to save storage space while saving
money.

Build Raufoss’ identity
The new buildings should have size and
dimension that relates to the human
body and mind.

While its crucial to create urban
spaces where the people can meet,
its also equally important to link the
urban spaces together with streets and
walking routes. Its on foot that you see
other peoples faces and expressions.
People walking by each other have the
opportunity to greet each other and
maybe start a chat which can lead to a
new meeting or a stronger relationship.
This will ease the public socializing in
daily life.
Today the city center is not very walkable.
It is divided from the rest of the town
by the river, the railroad, and the main
street is noisy and repellent.

=
+

Make Raufoss a walker’s paradise

Residential buildings should have a
great deal of personalisation. This will
contribute to a personal pride in peoples
homes.
The colours and materiality of Raufoss
should be greatly influenced by the
colors and materials of the existing
buildings. This will enhance the identity
of the city and makes a wholeness out
of the many individual buildings.

PRIVATE SPACE
COMMON SPACE

The municipality should start the
“Totensykkelen”, a bike sharing program
for the city.
The industrial park should take initiative
to Carpooling. This would make more
people meet, and reduce area used for
parking.

Arrange and support social activites
Activities gather people and work as
important meeting places for old and
new friends.

Today, shopping is one of few reasons
why people travel to the city center. It is a
great strength for Raufoss that the mall
is located right in the center. However, it
is a challenge that the mall is designed
as a closed box with blank facades.
We propose to open the outer walls
of the mall, and to turn the back side
of the mall to the new main street for

pedestrians through Raufoss.
Each store in the mall on the ground
floor will have an entrance from the
street, making it more convenient and
inviting to pedestrians. By orientating
the buildings to the street it greatly
contributes to the complexity of the
street and makes it more interesting to
walk by.

The parking areas on the eastern facade
is transformed into new commercial
buildings and offices. The building
provides enclosure to Storgata and
contributes to city life. The on-street
parking are reduced to a minimum, and
replaced by a parking garage under the
new commercial buldings.

The old street inside the mall will
function for logistics and deliveries.
People who shop, walk or are enjoying
other aspects of Raufoss will all meet in
this new main street.

We hope the urban spaces in our
proposal can be used for even more
activities, such as concerts, reading
gardens, outdoor cinema and urban
farming.
The minicipality has an important role in
the initial phase by organizing activities
that makes the people of Raufoss aware
of the new posibilities of the new city
centre,

2025 highlights

Raufoss365.no

Raufoss has active sport clubs, a
modern library and many people who
play and perform culture. These activites
do already gather people throughout
the year. It is important to support such
initiatives, and that they are involved in
the design process of new urban spaces.

Unleash the potential of the mall!

Raufoss365.no
vestre-toten.kommune.no

Raufoss365.no
vestre-toten.kommune.no

February
6th, The Square:
The Sapmi peoples’
day celebration

Wondering what’s happening in Raufoss?
Raufoss 365 has you covered. Flip through this booklet,
and go to rafoss365.no for the latest updates!
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28th, The Square:
Carnival parade
March
8th, The Square:
Womens day march
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May
1st, The square: Workers
day march
17th, The Square:
Constitution day
celebraion and fireworks
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June
23rd, The Square:
St. John‘s eve celebration

July
11th, The Theatre:
Studio Ghibli movie
screenings
August
15th, The storage roof:
Back to school party for
Toten Tweens
October
31st, The Theatre:
Halloween movie
screening
December
1st, The Square:
Lighting of the
christmas tree
4th- 23rd, The Mall:
Farmers’ Christmas Market
31st, The Square:
New Years Fireworks

